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Play From Our Parents' Day
All My Sons means well: too well, perhaps.
The play argues a well made and worthy thesis in
terms of realistically coherent plot and characteri- -

iltltll

zation, and provides by means of
that useful device of melodrama,
The Revelatory Letter, a fitting denouement by which questions are
answered and action understood.
Joe Keller, by betraying all his
sons, the unnumbered wartime captains who flew and crashed the
faulty aircraft which had been
processed and shipped from Joe's
factory, with his sanction, thus betrays to his son Chris, an idealisyouth,
tic, if somewhat
who had respected above all his
father's integrity; when he discovers Joe's dishonesty Chris demands expiation of his father and
thus brings the play to a dramatic
and fitting conclusion. But in spite
of admirable stagecraft the argument remains abstract and rather
unbelievable.
A potentially dynamic field of
dramatic conflict: that of the tensions set up within the family, is
worked out in terms which today,
20 years after the play's writing,
appear a little remote, naive, often
soft-heade-
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Policy Change
Anticipated For
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Coed Dorm Plan
for developdormitories at
ment of
Wooster were considered by
the Student Government Association Congress at last Thursday evening's regular meeting.
Possibilities
co-e- d

Introduced by SGA President
Trevor Sharp, the co-e-d dorm idea
is designed as "a concrete step in
the revamping of the attitude of
the College towards students," as
part of a "larger plan for more
freedom for students.
Rationale behind the co-e- d dorm
idea, Sharp stated, is "that it pro
vides for (1) more naturalness be
tween the sexes, and (2) oppor
tunity for bettering relationships."
Conversion of Babcock and Dougdorms with
lass Halls into co-eand senof
juniors
group
pilot
a
iors was suggested.
Sharp further explained that the
dormitories might have alternating
d

Parents' Day
8:30-12:3- 0,

Saturday night

pseudo-nig-

ht

club

atmosphere variety show,

LC

Ballroom.
Vocalists: Kathy Hundley,
Darla Middlebrooke
Jazz Pianist: Tom Fitt
Comedy Sketch: Russ Badger, emcee
Poetry: Malcolm Harriman
Dance: Mike Reed, 10:00 p.m.

.

floors, or partitioned
lounges would be
However,
floors.
open to both men and women. Con
gressmen differed on what priority
dorm idea
be placed on the co-eas part of a well thought out,
men-wome- n

d

pragmatic program of innovations
to be presented to the Campus
Council after its formation
Congress
In other business,
approved "Guidelines for the
SGA Elections Committee, a state
ment prepared by Phil Foster de
hneating specific election proce
dures for all Student Government
elections. Provisions were included
for use of absentee ballots.

High School Principal Paul
Ladd calls the program a selfish
program of a positive nature on
the part of the High School which
is looking for potential staff. He
also views such participation as
professional obligation and adds
that student teachers are often a
catalyst to a good class with their
new ideas. Wooster High School
has had no student teaching drop- outs in the past five years, says
Ladd proudly.
Ladd says the program, offered
gratis by the College to high school
students, is better than any ad
vanced placement program the
High School could provide. He
calls it an invigorating experience
for high schoolers because they
are in a classroom situation with
students who want to be there, not
students who attend because state
law requires their attendance.
Commenting on some recent
pressure for change in curriculum
and classroom attitudes Ladd said
that the public school is the last
area of local control where the
public has some say on what happens and the public would be very
reluctant to give up such power.
An Alternative Proposal
The call for change, or something new, came last Thursday
with the publication of The General, the High School newspaper,
in which there appeared a letter
signed by Phil Gore, a senior at
the High School. Gore said in the
letter, "I want to propose an alternative to Wooster High School . . .
Look around you, you'll see there
is a war being made on youth. I'm
speaking of youth thwarted, youth
channeled into what parents, draft
boards, teachers and employers
think youth should be . . . Quiet
and subject.
"I suggest a series of work-shop- s
in what's happening in the 10's
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to you, on TV, in real life, on the
streets, in the arts. These would include
history and
Afro-Americ-

I
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liturature, particularly since World
War II; violence in American Universities, black cities and not in the
e
suburbs, in foreign policy. How it affects you, why it happens, who is involved and why,
and who is to blame."
Gore called for such workshops
to meet outside the High School
structure and suggested a meeting
Monday night at the Shack open to
all students.
Ambiguous Statement
On the same day, Thursday, Oct.
31, a document now called the
"Orange Sheet" (see insert) was
distributed by students throughout
the school. The sheet, printed on
orange stock, was a more ambiguous statement of the same
themes suggested in Gore's letter.
It was initialed by Gore and Pete
Coster, another senior at the High
lily-whit-

ill
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Reconvening Wednesday afternoon, the Presidentially-appointe- d
Ad Hoc Open House Committee
approved what Drushal termed "a
few minor revisions" in the still
unpublished policy statement draft
submitted to him Oct. 28.
Drushal told VOICE Tuesday
afternoon that with Committee ap.
proval of the suggested revisions,
he would sign the statement and
"have the whole thing cleared up
by Monday."

ipllfiar

Darby Miller, Lou Castelli (above)
addressing Lynn Pocock and Don
Pocock (right) in Arthur Miller's
"All My Sons."

SGA Discusses

Open Houses
Presidential approval of a
new Open House policy may
come early next week, according to J. Garber Drushal,
President of the College.

(Continued on Page 5)

The College program which
probably comes closest to a
true exchange program exists
with Wooster High School.
While seven College students
practice teach at the High
School, 15 students from there
are taking College courses
ranging from Art to Western
Civilization and Logic.
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ChoKiges

Reactions Vary
Among Teachers

VOICE reporters talked to vari
ous High School faculty members
Tuesday and offer the following
on their discussions.
Although few classes actually
broke for discussion
of the

No date has been set for implementation of the new policy, and
conducting Open Houses under the
new regulations, which must first
be released. VOICE will print the
new policy statement as soon as it
is

available for publication.

Members of the Ad Hoc Committee represented faculty, students
and administration: Mrs. Doris
Coster, Dean of Women and Com
mittee chairman; Howard D. King,
Assistant Dean of Men; Gordon
Collins, Department of Psychology; Miss Virginia Hunt, Physical
Education; Leroy W. Haynes,
Chemistry; and Dietra Delaplane,
Kathe Patterson, Nancy Oeschle,
Tim Williams, Steve Bone and
Josh Stroup.

"Orange Sheet," many teachers
recognized that student interest
was aroused.
When asked the reactions of her
students, English teacher and
former Wooster MAT candidate
To
Miss Gerrard, replied, "They want
to talk about it. but of course.
Film
within the context of the school
they can't."
Rev. Robert D. Stoddard will
Mr. Ulbright, history teacher, felt
be
on campus Sunday night, Nov.
the students "reacted to the sheet
acclaimed
as a joke." Suspecting college stu 10, to show a widely
film,
documentary
experimental
dents to be involved in the writing
of the sheet, Mr. Ulbright remark- "Not Much To Do," made by a
12-1from
ed, "College students look on the gang of six boys, aged
of
Philadelphia.
black
ghetto
students here as sardines packed the
School.
Stoddard graduated from Woosinto the school. They want to come
(Continued on Page 3)
down and free them from the Es ter in 1962, has served black
tablishment. If Wooster College churches in Queens, New York,
wants to change the curriculum of and South Carolina, and is presWooster High School, why not ently Educational Director of the
come down to work with the ad Greater Wilmington Development
Council serving various liasons be7 ain't lookin to compete with ministration here on bond issues?"
A young government teacher, tween business, industrial, and
you,
Mr. McConnell, felt the sheet was educational institutions in WilBeat or cheat or mistreat you,
" . . . a form of student activism mington, Delaware.
Simplify you, classify you,
involving students from the school
"Not Much To Do" is entirely
Deny, defy or crucify you,
Acwork of the six boys who deand
the
the
from
maybe
area."
All I really want to do
cording to students of McConnell, veloped the idea for the story;
Is baby be friends with you."
he told classes last week that he Stoddard himself provided techni"What are you lookin' for? Do believed SDS to be involved.
cal counsel. The film will be shown
1.1 set betore yourc
you see whats
Mrs. Williams,
a sophomore-(Continue- d at 8 p.m. in the Lowry Center Din- Now you are in high school, have
on Page 3)
ing Hall.
you memorized your new name?
You've gone through the grades
PSALM OF THE WANDERING WOOSTERITE
and now you are in the middle of
the stage. Why? What do you do The College is my shepherd;
I shall not grow.
when you aren t recognized ? What
he maketh me to pay out the green money;
if they don't know your name, do
he leadeth me into the rote knowledge,
you run out on stage . . . and cry?
he restoreth my virginity;
Who hears? Where do you go
when all the spotlights are out?
he leadeth me in the paths of chastity for his name's sake.

Stoddard

Ghetto

Show

Sunday

5,

Orange Sheet
Extracts

1

They have narrowed our hori Yea, though I walk through the valley of the prime of my life,
zons to passing tests and doing
I will fear no adulthood;
homework. The focus of these dis
for thou art with me;
ciplines is the classroom. Compul
thy rules and conventions comfort me.
sory packaging. Every subject and
student has its box. Occasionally, Thou preparest a haven for me in the presence of mine society;
thou assuagest my doubts with soft soap;
you volunteer for extra credit
my head noddeth numbly.
work or you do independent study
for no credit, by permission. You Surely mute acceptance shall follow me all the days of my life,
are supposed to acquire skills
and I will dwell in suburbia forever.
Mike Sample
3)
Pago
(Continued on
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Orange

In

Loiters To The iditor

The incidents at Wooster High School this past week have a
number of lessons to offer to that school, to the College and to the
community.
The fact that the Orange Shed, with all its inferred frustrations, was initiated by High School students shows a real and mature
concern for their own development, a factor seldom attributed to
d
young people today. Some of the ideas (for relevant curriculum,
and directed study) do reflect SDS sympathies but the clear
sentiment for establishing the possibility for educational experience outside the school rather than trying to disrupt or abolish the institution
set the proposals respectfully apart from the SDS.
The sentiment of many High School teachers that their students'
activities are directed by College SDSers shows an ignorance of the
situation at the College for there is no SDS chapter and no known
SDSers here. The impetus from the College is much more likely to
be along the lines of Principal Paul Ladd's feelings that the College
experience of a few High School students is invigorating and enlightening, and will be reflected favorably in their activities within the High

regret that VOICE (Nov. 1) could not find
space to report on one of the most interesting points
President Drushal made in his chapel talk on Oct.
29 namely, the suggestion that the whole campus
might find it rewarding to explore a particular topic
for a semester both in and out of the classroom.
The specific reference to national service as one
possible topic impressed me, and I would hope
that campus leaders could come up with similar
challenging ideas appropriate for extended consideration by us all.
R. G. McCall

School.

To the Editor:

self-garde-

If the College were to take a close look at the problems of the

DRUSHAL'S

SPEECH: EXPLORATION

To the Editor:
I

"HELL

NO"

Rod Podboy

considered sending in an American napalm
story in answer to Don Crocker's account of a Viet
Cong atrocity. After much thought, however, I was
unable to decide which side was the more brutal.
I lacked a scale for deciding how many bombed
villages equal how many murdered officials or
whether it was more horrible for your home to be
blown up by a Viet Cong morter or burned by a
U. S. relocation squad. So instead of futily matching horror versus horror I took a look at some
of the other aspects of the war.
I saw the United States pouring thirty billion dollars a year into the destruction of other cities, (take
Hue or Cholon for examples) while our own cities
fester and rot.
I saw United States citizens dying at the rate of
hundreds a month to support a string of generals,
landlords and corrupt bureaucrats.
I saw "democracy" established in a sham of an
election in which none who even advocated a bombing halt could run, rivals to the military were imprisoned and a legislature chosen, in the "free
election" in that
countrv. which could
only
three
muster
votes
the
for
mildest of land- CLINICAL NOTES
retorm measures.
This is the first time in three weeks VOICE has not had the disSo next time, before you say "I'll go if they call
pleasure of reporting an attack on a student. The aesthetics of the me", why not take a good look yourself at Vietnam.
lighting around the gym and Union are certainly effective as an ele- Maybe there's a good reason why you should say
ment of beauty. But if some of that light could be shed on other "Hell No."
areas of the campus it would be a safer place.
Peace,
Fifteen hundred and fifty people and millons of dollars worth
Mark McColloch
of property are an awfully large responsibility for one guard and it is
not fair to those being guarded if muggings take place.
Surely a school which can afford to blow all of Fall's leaves into
A PADLOCK OUT OF TUNE
'
piles and suck them off somewhere strange and which can spend To the Editor:
There is a beautiful Steinway and Sons grand
money to save elm trees can afford a few more lights in dark corners
and another guard to save a few students from beatings if not murder. piano in the Lowry Center Ballroom. Up until this
week, it gave several students the opportunity to
The feeling of tension and responsible concern with the U. S. play an instrument of a somewhat better quality
Presidential election Tuesday night was visible in the Union even to than the pianos so infamously out of tune in the
the 3 a.m. closing time when the last of the campus women were dorm lounges (Kenarden doesn't even have one).
escorted home. The excellent preparation and cooperation involved Never, in my two months here at Wooster, have
in the success of the evening for the, Union deserves a word of con- I seen this instrument being abused. Today for
no apparent reason, there is a padlock on that
gratulations to Bill Sprately, the
organizations and so
many individuals for making an exciting election a campus experi- piano.
What good is a piano that isn't played? What is
ence to be remembered.
it being saved for? If the argument is that it will
be banged out of tune, the same holds true (even
By the time a young person today is 18 years old he is either more so)" to a
piano that sits unplayed. It costs
a tax payer, soon to be a college student or a soldier in the U. S. $15 to tune a
piano. If played even more than the
Army. All High School graduates have classroom background in the average piano, it won't need
tuning more than three
electoral process and a better understanding of current events than times
a year. If a college can afford a Steinway,
many of their voting elders. The
year group of young people they can afford to tune it.
are the manual core of many political campaigns (electoral and comIf a person can't play the piano, he won't sit down
batant) in this country and are well trained and qualified to vote. and make an
ass of himself in such a populated
The group that wore black armbands Tuesday in support of the place as Lowry.' If he
can play, the piano can bring
right of
year olds to vote may have chosen an inappropriate joy to both the player and those listening. A
piano
symbol but they showed a very appropriate enthusiasm which should is more than
a piece of furniture.
continue to actively seek the right to vote for a greater portion of
Tom Fitt
young people.
Editor's Note: The key is available on request at
.
the main desk.
I must express my great satisfaction at the number and increasing quality of letters which this paper has received in the past two
weeks. A dialogue of this nature is, for me, what makes being editor
RETREAT, RECOUP, COUNTER
worthwhile and makes this paper important to this community. MJ.
To the Editor:

High School it would first be surprised at the similarities with College
problems. With this background the College might also better understand how to deal with the problems of College freshmen. The High
School students (like their College counterparts) are frustrated with
emphases on grades, requirements, classroom presentation by faculty
and simple preparation for a real education at a later date.
There is undoubtedly a quality of immaturity to some activities
of the High School students but the reaction of some administrators,
faculty and community members was nearly as immature; threats of
suspension or spanking are not the approriate reaction.
There is a minority, but a responsible minority, who are concerned not only for their individual progress in the field of education
but also for the progress of their fellow classmates and classes to come.
People of this community who recognize needed areas of progress in
High School education should work for needed changes through the
School Board and should further offer their advice and services to
those seeking more than their High School is now offering.
These young people, future (even present) community and college members, need encouragement and direction, not criticism and
suppression.
M. J.
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Embattled, tired, and harrassed, I stand here
among those of my kind, feeling lost and insignificant. The battle we fight seems so futile . . . The
hours are numbered before we fight again, only to
lose another time. Yet somewhere, others of us are
strutting and crowing, predicting glory and praise
for ourselves . . . and us.
But win or lose, our position is uncomfortable
to the extreme. If we but open our mouths to speak,
we are laughed at and hooted down . . . Later the
attacks get worse. We are never in the majority;
were we ever, I wonder? And yet . . .
The battle has begun.
blast my opponent, he
falls back only to be replaced by another and another and another. Retreat, recoup, counter attack
. . . It has all been done before and will be done
again. I lift my voice in anger, to what avail I
know not
Why are there so many golldam Democrats?'! ! !
Actually, I know why. Democrats have more
kids Why? Have you ever heard of a good piece
of elephant?
Mike Byrom
I

JOSH STROUP

...

To the Editor:
Our President Drushal said in chapel something
to the effect that the administration is now resigned
to acting as referee to faculty and student power
groups. I can only hope he wasn't speaking of the
administration here at Wooster, because if he was
he grossly underestimates its role. Its rule by fear
program (with fines, suspensions and dismissals
backing some ridiculous rules) has successfully
anesthetized Wooster students to a degree where it
seems we will accept any ultimatum from Galpin
no matter how irrational.
Where will constant repression and compliance
with it lead in a college community?

A COMEBACK

I

land-hunsr-

AND REPRESSION

To the Editor:
Not being a Kittredge diner, I missed the live
performance of that insightful, sensitive busboy,
Eric Wolf, and his Grace To End All Graces last
Sunday afternoon. (VOICE, Nov. 1, p. 1). One
feels cheated in his education for having let this
opportunity for a glimpse into the world of truth
and relevance slip by. I hope the Lord was not
peering out the window or drinking his juice when
Mr. Wolf challenged Him for an explanation for
His unabashed "demand" for prayer before meals.
One must admire Mr. Wolf for going right to the
top to register his discontent with a College practice.
Once again, Mr. Wolf has proved his concern for
the College of Wooster and its many perplexing
problems problems he has attacked fearlessly
through public statement as well as reasoned prose
(see VOICE, Letters to the Editor, Nov. 1 and Oct.
11 issues. Witness the feeling of urgency and exactness of expression ("expulsed") in last week's Wolf
epistle. Certainly the poor placement of entrance and
exit indicators painted on the Lowry Center loop
cannot be tolerated much longer. And the class
officers are to be soundly browbeaten for not informing their constituents of their plans and opinions on a more regular basis. And how can the
College community sit idly by while dozens of unsuspecting freshmen plunge headlong into the Section system unaware their individuality and creativity will be stifled within weeks? Please men, talk
with your friends! . . . The zeal is infectious,
pardon me.
Let us all remember Mr. Wolf in our prayers.
Josh Stroup

UPTIGHT WOOWOO

To the Editor:
There are those girls who have complained about
the disinterest and apathy of the Wooster guys
toward dating. Hence we have such strange events
as "Her Weekend." The fault does not lie solely
whh the guys nor is it entirely due to the lack of
privacy on campus, the lack of entertainment on
campus or in the "big" town or the restrictions
on automobiles. Where then does most of the blame
fall? . . . on the Wooster Women.
On first coming to Wooster three and a half
years ago, I was advised by my grandmother to
beware of the Wooster female I can't remember
why, but that such a conceptual entity as "The
Wooster Female" exists I now have no doubt.
I modestly say that I have been about and have
met all sorts of girls from New York to California.
I have not remained in one place long enough since
high school to be aware of any particular type of
girl peculiar to a region or school. Wooster, however, seems to attract a certain type of girl. Or
perhaps it is the Wooster atmosphere: the restrictions which weigh predominately on girls, and the
smallness and gossippy nature of the school cause
the girls to behave in the Wooster tradition.
All right, what is this type and what is wrong
with her ? Plainly, Wooster girls are generally cold
fish intellectual Christian types who fear the touch
of a male. They are great for deep, intelligent conversation, or for helping one with his scholastic
problems, but when it comes to unfettered "good
times" they are uptight. It is exceedingly rare that
a first or even a second date with a Woo girl is
anything but a bore unless talking is your bag. In
contrast, girls at the Eastern colleges have a more
open and mature attitude towards dating, where
a little sex (not a great deal) is accepted, enjoyed
and, not binding or demeaning to either the girl
or the guy. Deeper relationships are developed a
bit faster and depend more on mutual interests and
compatibility rather than sex since that is accepted
at the start.
I dare say the Woo girl sweetens up after about
two months or after she's pinned (whichever comes
first), and I must say there are the exceptions to
the type. I applaud these women and seek them
but for all you other Wooster Lovelies: Beauty is
as beauty does.
David H. Davies
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MORE ON

THE PROVERBIAL

To the Editor:
Many thoughts arose while my brother and I were
driving home to Boston last weekend very angry
thoughts, brought about by the frustration which
for me has replaced Wooster apathy. I for one,
am extremely tired of waiting, waiting, waiting,
for the "Great Awakening" when Wooster will
realize what is really new.
For me, this has been a year of people sharing
thoughts, ideas, and dreams which somehow are
classroom.
d
stifled in the
Many things are more important that mere classroom f unctions the school atmosphere, rethinking
and
courses and the total educational
experience.
Last Monday was designated as a discussion day,
a day for ideas about education to be tossed
around a day for an honest dialogue between
faculty and students. The day itself was good, for
the most part, and it could have been one of the
most positive things that has occurred here all fall.
Many of us were excited about the possible results,
but frustration reached a new high when at the
faculty meeting that night the events of the day
were completely ignored. What happened? The
sense of urgency that we had felt about getting
ideas in the open before that faculty meeting must
have been communicated to some of the faculty!
Why did the great majority choose to act as if it
hadn't even happened? Do we have to stand up
and scream about our ideas and hopes to be heard?
(And then, perhaps, be confronted with a violation

CONTENTED

of the disruptive demonstration clause?) Many
of the faculty seemed to feel that we should have
had the discussion day at least a few days before
the faculty meeting, to give them time to think
about the issues at stake. Yes, perhaps we should
have given them more time, but in this case it was
impossible. We were simply not organized enough
until that day. If the faculty would have been interested in our ideas a week before their meeting,
they still should have been interested on discussion
day. Does anyone have to prepare themselves to
think, and be willing to listen to the ideas of
others?

,

one-side-

d,

four-walle-

re-evaluati- ng

LAST WORD

A

To the Editor:
One seldom wins in a skirmish with the editor
but I can't resist a comment on your editorial (Oct.
18) relative to the recent "bomb scare."
The main point of the editorial appears to me
to be that "snap decision" as you term it,
should be made by police and other qualified security people. A second point you make is that the
building should have been evacuated under those

circumstances regardless.
Referring to the first item the decision was
actually made by just, such people as you recommend. (See your account of the incident on page 1
of that issue) "Bourns, along with Lowther (Security Officer), Rod Williams, Secretary of the College,
and the police considered and decided not to evacuate the building but to search it thoroughly." (Italics
and parentheses are mine L.B.B.)
As nearly as I can interpret this quotation the
two types of talent you prescribe for this emergency
were on the scene and participated in making the
decision. No one of the eight or nine persons present

MORE ON

COW

Extracts

Reactions Vary

(Continued from Page 1)

superior to getting through everyday assignments. The student must
not be permitted to integrate subjects into something he as one person can use and enjoy. He can't
take control of his own develop
ment, lie cant relate to problems
current outside Wooster Place. We
want to eliminate courses, grades
and requirements. Each of us is
important. We'll do the important
I can no longer be content. It may be comfort- things. Now.
able not to have to really think about what you
believe or to stick your neck out and really live,
but may I remind you that the proverbial con(Continued from Page 1)
tented cow never gets anywhere except locked in a
The sheets were confiscated by
stanchion and shut in a barn every night. (Girls, faculty, administrators
and
do you see a parallel?)
of the High School ROTC alI am asking all of you faculty, students, and most as fast as they were handed
administration, to lay your beliefs on the line. out, according to students. The
Stand up for what you believe, stand up for signators and some other students
change. Don't consider this an attack, consider it were called into the principal's ofa challenge. All of you must realize that you are fice and threatened with suspennegating education what you are here for what sion if distribution and their acyour lives are theoretically dedicated to if you tivities continued, said the stunegate change. Change is education; education is dents.
Reactions to the document varchange. This is proposed as a challenge to live
with your education, to live while you are edu- ied from incomprehension on the
cating.
part of many students to expressions of fear that it was an SDS
Meredith Menk
(Students for a Democratic Society) publication prepared by
students at the College who used
CALCULATED RISK
High Schoolers for distribution on
including the Police Chief, disagreed with the de- the part of some faculty members.
cision to my knowledge.
More than 25 students met Monday
night in the Church House to
On the second point I haven't seen any statistics
on the subject but I think that the records would discuss the "Orange Sheet" and
bear me out that most people who really plant related subjects. In the ensuing
bombs don't warn with phone calls ahead of time. conversation the group touched
dress
Without benefit of a hot line to the FBI in Wash- briefly on
codes
school
the
at
and
the
lack
ington or to the nearest demolition expert (Cleveland?) a decision had to be made. Even had we of any effective student voice
decided to empty the building there was no guaran- through the student council which
adtee that the bomb was going to wait until everyone they saw as a rubber stamp of
was out. Life is full of calculated risks when you ministrative decisions.
The group was concerned that
get right down to it. Every time you go out on the
many who had read the sheet felt
highway in your car you take a calculated risk
of the
advocated a take-ove- r
it
'tiot only with your own life but with those who may
school
which
they did not feel it
be riding with you.
was meant to be, but rather an alAlong with you I am profoundly thankful that ternative for outside classroom
this proved to be a false alarm. We can but feel
sorry for the sick mind or minds that caused all
this.
MORE ON
1

High Schoolers

sar-gea-

nt

,

non-progressi-

Lowell Bourns

ve

(Continued from Page 2)

history teacher, noted little concern
among students or faculty for proposals in the "Orange Sheet" statement, but acknowledged it includes
"some good ideas."
Pointing up the student initiative and responsibility involved in
starting any new programs, Mrs.
Williams
concluded,
"On the
whole, students are not ready for
something like that."
A second

tea-

sophomore-histor- y

cher, Mrs. Dunbar, also felt little
student or faculty interest in the
statement, but noted, much as Mrs.
Williams, "Changes suggested are
not too radical . . . there are some
rather acceptable educational
ideas."
Impetus behind the statement,
Mrs. Dunbar felt, stemmed from
students' desires to express themselves, to develop their personalities. The school ought not be concerned with these questions. Personality development, she noted,
must take place outside the school
in the church and home, in par-

ticular.
Mrs. Dunbar, like other teachers
VOICE interviewed, felt the curriculum is inhibited because of
physical limitations of the high
school building. Without the proper equipment, new courses are
impossible, she noted.

And limitations are placed on
curriculum flexibility by the Wooster community, Mrs. Dunbar observed, which she doubts would
accept new educational ideas.
Ladd met after school on Tuesday with six students, including
the "Orange Sheet" signators and
the president of the student body.
The students expressed an appreciation of his willingness to listen
but doubt that little will be done
to help them by the school itself.

Play From Our Parents1 Day
(Continued from Page 1)

RAPE OR ORRVILLE

DIVERSE COMPATIBILITY

WHICH CAME FIRST?

To the 'Editor:

To the Editor:
Many women

on campus are very concerned
appeared in the VOICE last
article
that
about an
week. It is the fear of the "Orrville Raper" that
prompts me to write this letter. Your article on
the attacking of a woman one night by an unidentified man who was from Orrville raises some,
interesting questions.
First of all, how did she know that he was from
Orrville? Did he clamp his hand over her mouth
and sneer, "I am going to rape you and I'm from
Orrville"? An interesting alternative would be "I
am from Orrville and I'm going to rape you." Did
he have on an Orrville band jacket? Tattoo? Or
can one conclude that only someone from Orrville
could be talked out of a situation like that?
And last of all, are we expected to believe that
someone would actually come all the way from
Orrville to attack a Wooster lovely? The credibility
gap is too big for us to swallow. A clarification of
this article would be greatly appreciated.
Barbara Bixby
Editor's Note: As the article read the young man
claimed he was from Orrville i.e. he told the young
lady he was from Orrville. No other evidence is
available though police continue to investigate. The
syntax of his statement is irrelevant.

"Stereotypes are functional," I have been told.
Where is the line drawn when you cease to see
people as individuals, and become automatic in
responses?
The "people of change" on this campus suffer
from frustration at the lack of change. They have
(or need?) a spirit of the elite as a group, which
sometimes leads to disdain and intolerance. For
how long can you bang your head against an apparent brick wall and not become intolerant in
defense?
The "people of tradition" on this campus suffer
from an exaggerated fear of change. They have
(or need?) a secure, traditional structure as a
group, which sometimes leads to disdain and intolerance. For how long can you be buffeted by
the apparent quicksand of "revolution" and not
become intolerant in defense?
Then there are the majority that .fall somewhere
between.
BOTH are a part of Wooster; both belong here;
neither are mutually exclusive. Community does
not mean sameness. If a pluralistic structure is
allowed, both could
and learn from the
other. At least a choice is allowed. Put aside automatic responses to find a method of living education
that allows each to exist.
co-exi- st

Dan Crawford

sentimental. We have gone further
than this characteristic outburst of
the rebellious
son: "I'd
hoped that if I'd waited Mother
would forget Larry and we'd have
a regular wedding and everything
happy. But if that can't happen
here, then I'll have to get out. I'll
get married and live some place
else. Maybe in New York." To
which his devastated father replies: "Are you crazy?"
32-year-o-

ld

Not only do particular areas of
conflict, as here, seem altogether
too naive, and at times sentimental
to the point of embarrassment, but
there is, it seems to me, an unsatisfactory nature in the whole manner of proceeding. I am reminded
of Walter Kerr's remarks on the
new directional theatre of such
writers as Pinter and Stoppard:
"Perhaps we have, in our hurry
toward the external, the abstract,

the logical and the intellectually
shapely, raced past the real mys-

tery . . . that so often makes hash
our headwork. Logic, the effort
is not meant to be
shapeliness,
at
mysterious; it is meant to solve
mystery and thereby kill it. Mystery comes back when we drop
logic for close attention." All My
Sons invokes order: but it is an
imposition. Sad if this is indeed
the play for Parents' Day.
of

The acting, however, is good,
though burdened at times by the
play's notable banalities of language. Philip Stone makes a formidable Joe Keller; Vicky Garrett's Kate is mature, often moving; Lynn Pocock and James
d
Leckman sharpen the
gaiety and skepticism of Sue
and Jim Bayliss. Danny Strauch's
two appearances as Bert are delightful.
Sara Horton

WHS feus

half-hearte-

Etete

Wooster Symphony Orchestra, directed by Marshall
. . .
Concert Monday, 8:15 p.m., Wooster Agriculture and
Center Auditorium. Program: Dvorak: 8th Symp., Beetho
the fine is really that much of a bother, why not
refuse to pay it? If enough students would stop ven: Coriolan Overture, Bach: Cantata 51, with Eileen Davis, soattending chapel and refuse to pay the fine, I think prano. Admission by ID.
the rule would be quickly changed.
John H. Santose, Jr.
Friday: SMILES OF A SUMMER NIGHT directed by Ingmar
Bergman, a brilliant, spicy comedy of the sport of partner-switchin. . . THE CHAPEL HABIT
7:30, 9:30, Mateer, 25 cents.
To the Editor:
Saturday: NOTHING BUT THE BEST A satirical British
debate in the faculty meetDuring the hour-loning on whether chapel attendance should be com- comedy of a young man's strive for social success, in the style
pulsory or voluntary, my mind wandered back to of Tom ones.
r
the
debate of about twenty years ago on
whether or not to allow smoking on the golf course.
Zeitgeist Friday: Poetry reading by Mike Allen, 9:45 and
R. T. Gore
10:45. Saturday: nothing special.

A WORD ON HOW TO QUIT

To the Editor:
There seems to be a great amount of concern

among the students on this campus over the faculty's
recent refusal to abolish the compulsory chapel attendance requirement. Admittedly, the faculty has
made a mistake, but this mistake has been made
before and will, in all likelihood, be made again
unless something is done to convince the faculty,
and the trustees of this college, that the students
should decide for themselves when, and if, they
will attend chapel.
Now it seems to me that the only way to effect
a change in the chapel attendance requirement is
for the students to simply stop attending. And, if

g;

g

two-hou-
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there is
- something
j
o to that old axiom ahont
o
some good in even the worst of situations. Take, for example, the
recent incident involving two members of the Scot football team.

Tournament

The suspension of Jeff Wise and Ron Showalter certainly put
a damper on Wooster's victory over Kenyon two weeks ago. The Scots
had won their second straight and had squared their season record
frond. Thpn
The DrosDects
at
for a fins finish lookpd
-- ..w all nf n
D
r r
sudden head coach Jack Lengyel was without his two leading pass
receivers and his second-leadinrusher. With a potentially tough
Hiram team next on the schedule, Scot chances were dimmed overnight.
3--

Wi-

Invitation Probable
'

u

-

g

",

J,

3.

For Soccer Team

Lengyel inserted John Saunders, a two-ye- ar
veteran, in Wise's
spot. Okay, maybe we don't lose too much there, if anything,
but what about Showalter's end position? After all, isn't he the
top pass-grabbon the team with 18 catches for 222 yards?
And wasn't he also the leader last year (18 for 226)? Who can

by Dave Berkey

er

Wooster's hooters put their fine
record on the line tomorrow when
they tangle with the Battling
Bishops of Ohio Wesleyan at 11
a.m. on the Scots' home field. The
Bishops are a formidable team
with a
record and such teams
Kenyon, Bowling
Oberlin,
as.
Green and Wittenberg on their victim list. Wooster played the latter,
here, Tuesday afternoon.

fill

Lengyel knew. He put freshman end Steve Chase at the slot,
then watched him score two touchdowns against Hiram to help the
Scots to a resounding victory. Chase caught one other aerial and
finished the day with three receptions for 45 yards. "Steve," said
the coach after the game, "did a real fine job for us."
The Chase case is a good example of what every coach in the
country attempts to tell a boy who, though he shows well in practice,
does not get an opportunity to play much because he's behind a veteran
letterman. Chase came to Wooster from West Holmes High School,
where he was an end for three years before switching to quarterback
his senior year. He wasn't a green rookie last Saturday, but he was

6-- 3

The Bishops are a fast team with
Wesleyan's big
a young line-up- .
star is center forward, Al
Lad-jevard- i.

Last weekend the Scots completely dominated the Hiram Terriers, winning easily, 4-- The statistics tell the story as the hooters
from Woo. U. outshot Hiram, 46-6- ,

play their last home soccer game tomorrow. Kneeling in the front row are Steve Scott (left) and
Danny Adams. Standing behind them, from left to right, are
Ric Martinez, Stu Miller, Dave Broehl and Marv Krohn.

THESE SIX SENIORS

still a rookie.

The Scot coaching staff first put Chase in the defensive back-fielwhen
drills ODened. then changed him to rhp offpn- sive backfield. Finally, Steve came to rest at end. It was a tough
place to be. Showalter, the incumbent at the spot, wasn't going to
be dislodged without a hard struggle. So Chase waited.
d

pre-seaso-

0.

with the Terriers getting none
second half. All of Wooster's
the
in
leading scorers hit the nets once,
while captain Dan Adams scored
his first of the season.

Six Seniors Finish

Junior right wing Bob Dow led
off the scoring with a shot off a
pass from freshman Dave Nag- giar. This was Dow's fifth goal
of the year and it occurred with
12:34 gone in the second quarter.
Naggiar was tried at center for
ward during part of the game because of his two goals from that
position in the Malone junior varsity game.

One of Wooster's best soccer
seasons comes to a close tomorrow.
Six key seniors will be playing
their last regularly scheduled game
for Wooster after they, along, with
coach Bob Nye, helped build the
college's soccer program to its
present status of national recognition and success.
Nye came to Wooster five years
ago from a high school coaching
spot in Bloomfield, N. J. He
brought with him two
players from his soccer squad in
Marve Krohn and Stu Miller, who
are both concluding their fifth season under Nye.
Krohn, in the
coach's words, "is tremendously
under-ratethe quarterback of
our defense." He has been the
stabilizer at his fullback spot and
has been partly responsible for the

The second half was all Wooster.
Stu Miller increased his career
goals record to 28 with a long
cross shot from his left wing position at 3:30 in the third stanza.
The ball went over Hiram's
goalie and into the far corner of
the goal in one of the best executed
shots of the season. Adams scored
his goal six minutes later on a
four shutouts during this year,
penalty kick past the goalie.
and Wooster s opponents goal av
Then with iust 16 seconds left erage of only .89 per game.
in the quarter, Wooster's leading
Miller has and still is making
scorer Chuck Noth took a pass
a
for himself on the Hill. He
mark
from Miller in the left corner and
booted home the final tally for his has broken the career scoring rec
eighth goal of the year. This gave ord of 26 previously held by Lance
Noth, only a junior, 22 career Rebello. Stu now has 28 not ingoals. The assist by Miller set an- cluding Tuesday's Witt enberg
other record for the senior from game. He broke the career assist
Bloomfield, NJ. He broke the record held by Dave Hicks of 17
existing career assist record at when he got one against Hiram last
Wooster of 17, previously held by Saturday. He leads the '68 team in
shots and set the season shot record
Dave Hicks during the 1964-6last
year with 92. His honors are
period.
highlighted by his place on the
o
1967
second team. Krohn
Few Hiram Shots
and Miller play their last home
The Scots' strategy of containgame tomorrow with a history of
ment was again the factor as evisuccess.
denced by the few Hiram shots.
Dave Broehl and Steve Cerretani
The other two
Dan
played well in keeping the ball on Adams and Rich Martinez also
Hiram's end of the field from their can claim the laurels. Adams, from
halfback spots. Fullback Marv Livingston, N.J., makes up in drive
Krohn aided goalie Ted Caldwell and desire what he lacks in height.
in achieving the defense's fourth He has been noted for his tricky
shutout in nine games. Fullback skills and maneuvers that leave
Rich Martinez was back at his de- spectators awed. He was named
fensive position for the first time to the
honorable mention
in three games and played well. team in 1967. Martinez has kept
The whole team played its best the team alive with more than his
impregnable play at defensive fullof the season.
game skill-wis- e
back. He gives his humorous MER
After Saturday's game, the Scots (Martinez Efficiency Ratings) after
look to the tournaments in hoDes each ball game for each member
of an invitation to the NCAA Col of the team. Martinez has
been
lege Division, Mid-EaRegional plagued by an injury for part of
tourney. Teams being considered this season but has played in the
include Oberlin, Kenyon and
last two games and should be
ready for the tournament.
out-standin-

6--

4

g

Chase didn't, however. He kept working and staying ready
and when his chance came, he was prepared. "It wasn't a
mentally,
Berkey
case of us FINDING an end," Lengyel said, "because we knew Steve
Dave Broehl and Steve Scott could do the job. Let's just say that a real good end came to light."
round out the seniors. Broehl, from
To Lengyel, the aftermath of the incident showed what
Hanover, N.H., is the key to the kind of material this football
team is made of. "The way these
Scots' containment game. He and kids
came through all the things that have happened to us this
his halfback counterparts have
year makes me very proud," the third-yecoach said. "I can
been responsible for keeping the
honestly say that this is the finest group of guys I've ever had the
ball on the opponents' side of the
opportunity to coach."
field and has reduced Wooster's
To the Scots, Chase's performance was an important factor in
opponents' shot output to almost
the
second
half surge which nailed down the win. Not only his rehalf of the Scots' total. Scott's
name isn't the only part of him ceiving, but also his blocking were heavy contributions.
And, finally, to Ron Showalter, Chase's performance could mean
that makes him an essential part of
Wooster soccer. Coach Nye calls the end of a job. "From the way Steve played Saturday," Lengyel
him the spark plug, without which stated, "Showalter will be hard pressed to get back in."
the engine wouldn't start. Scott's
Perhaps Showalter will start against Capital tomorrow; he began
talk and hustle make him too valu- trying to grab his spot back last Monday. If he did, it's a Chase he'll
able to leave on the bench.
not want to be involved in again.
ar

ridders

d,

7

All-Ohi-

co-captai-

All-Ohi- o

st

ns,

n

"It's tough on a boy to keep hearing from the coaches that he's
doing a good job and not getting to see much action," Lengyel explained. "It's hard for him to keep a good attitude, and he's tempted
to just think what the heck and give up."

Careers Tomorrow
by Dave

Dow Opens Scoring

those cleats?

Bid For

kmlmi wife

F

n

ourth
List Eta Tit

by Paul Meyer

The Scots took a big step
toward achieving a
season
last week by blasting Hiram
40-1on the strength of a second half performance that surpassed coach Jack Lengyel's
halftime directive. The win
boosted Wooster's totals to
four victories and three losses
and gave the Scots a good
chance to equal last year's

iod. It must be mentioned, how

ever, that the Eagles, who beat
Wooster
played without
the services of their star quarterback, Mike Healy.

6-- 3

25-1- 3,

7

Lengyel said that Capital would
be a fundamentally strong team
with a good defense. "They're a

outfit," he added,
"and have evolved into a passing
club." Quarterback Joe McDon-oug- h
has thrown for more than
500 yards this season in helping
the Crusaders to a 4-- record. Capital is
in the league and is tied
with the Scots for fifth place.
If Wooster is to break that tie
and jump into the fourth position,
the Scots will need an offensive
display much like that of the second half last week. Behind 10-- at
the intermission, Wooster listened
to Lengyel declare in the locker
room that if Hiram could score 10
points in a half, then the Scots
should be able to score 30.
Wooster went Lengyel 10 points
better to make a rout of the game
in the final two quarters. The Scots
poured over six touchdowns, two
by end Steve Chase on nine- - and
d
passes from Tom Board-maBoardman scored one TD
himself on a four-yarrun. Ed
Thompson, though gaining only
60 yards in 17 carries, tallied his

hard-hittin- g

final slate.

2

3-- 2

Major stumbling block for
Wooster, however, is the Crusaders
from Capital University, whom the
Scots meet tomorrow in the annual
Parents' Day game. Capital kept
the Scots from sharing the Ohio
Conference title in '67 with a 17-win, and, though Wooster has no

0

0

championship hopes this year, the
Crusaders could prevent the Scots
from reaching that
goal.
"Capital is one of our tougher
games," Lengyel remarked. "They
are in a class with Ashland and
Ohio Wesleyan in terms of overall
strength.
6-- 3

The Crusaders proved Lengyel

correct last Saturday when they
scoring
downed Ashland 20-1-2,
te
all their points in a
burst at the end of the third per- -

29-yar-

n.

d

four-minu-

1

sixth touchdown of the year, while
defensive back Dave Poetter made
his third interception and turned
it into a
scoring play.
Perhaps the finest run of the
day, however, was a
TD
jaunt by tailback Artie Wilson.
Wilson, leading rusher in 1967
with 526 yards, had been sidelined
for several weeks with a shoulder
separation, but he showed no effects of the injury last week.
"Tim Arndt's running and
blocking also sparked us," Lengyel pointed out. The sophomore
fullback from Fremont had one
of his best days in a Scot uniform as he picked up 62 yards
in 15 trips.
"The difference in the game,"
said Lengyel, "was that we just
played the kind of football we're
capable of in the second half."
Three seniors make their final
home appearances tomorrow afternoon. They are guard Denny
Keyes, end Ron Whitaker and defensive tackle Ed Smith. They remember what the Crusaders did to
the Scots last year on a cold,
windy day in Columbus. The 17-- 0
loss was the only blemish on Wooster's
OC record.
Tomorrow Keyes, Whitaker and
Smith along with the rest of the
33-yar-

d

60-yar- d

5-- 1

(Continued on Page 5)
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Sigs Win Seventh Straight
To Hold IM Football Lead
With two more wins last week, Sixth Section upped its
and held onto first place
intramural football record to
as play entered the final week last Monday.
8-- 2

Sixth, which has won seven in

his closest rival, Ron Eller of
who scored once and who
Highlight of the Third,
ing Third 24-1has 42 points.
punt return
game was a
STANDINGS
by Paul Reeves that tied the game
L
and sparked the Sigs to the
at
W
Pis
Opp
Sixth
8
2
73
134
Fifth
win. Last Friday Sixth edged
Seventh
7
2
186
52
12-in the final minute of action. Fifth
3
72
6
113
A Sig interception near the Delt Third
8
2
186
110
1
goal set up the winning touchdown, Second
212
52
9
a pass from Eric Hummel to Tom
GAMES OF LAST WEEK
Lamonica. The Delts had tied the Seventh
12
618
game earlier on a pass from Duane Second
0
0
0
Touchdowns: Seventh
Fitch 2, Linton.
Houser to Pat Dewey.
a row, opened the week by down2.

50-yar-

d

6-- 6

6

Seventh remained a half game
behind Sixth by shutting out Second and Third. Quarterback
George Fitch scored twice in the
Kappas' 18-- victory over Second,
while the league's leading scorer
Bill Hooker had a brace of touchdowns in an 18-- win over Third.
0

0

In the only other game played
last week, Fifth whacked Second
20-0- .
Houser, Buzz Ellis and Dewey
tallied for the Delts, who also had
a safety.
Hooker's two touchdowns raised
his season total to 11 for 66 points.
He picked up six more points on
BONUS
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Scots Host Otters;
After Sixth In

OAC

61

00
612
66

0

Fifth

Touchdowns: Sixth
Fifth
Dewey.
INDIVIDUAL

Lamonica;

Lynch,

LATE
TP

EP

110
7
6
6

Pat Dewey (5)
Steve Lynch (6)

66
42
36
36

0
O

0

PARENTS:

COME BACK TO
KEENEY'S CAFETERIA
201 E. Liberty St.

Dick's Camera Shop
Public Square

Also scoring for Wooster were
Ray Day, 22:27, 32nd; Doug
Stoehr, 22:30, 33rd; Bob Borley,
22:31, 34th; and Ed Mikkelsen,
22:33, 36th.

SCORING

Bill Hooker (7)
Ron Eller (3)

PRINTS

Bid

(Continued from Page 4)

Place
for
Dates

PARTY

Opm
24 Hrs.
Every Day

FOOD OR RENTAL

EQUIPMENT

FOR

Smokers and Rush Functions
Foodtrays, Submarine
Pie

Sandwiches,

and let Cream

Soft Drinks

Call

and Beverages

262-404-

5

Pritehard Jewelers
PROMPT SERVICE

ON

"Interlude"

WATCHES

one of the most brilliant
films of the year
including

AA RATING

TIMEX
starring
OSKAR WERNER

TD

PHOTO

Gridders

Scots will be out to keep Capital
by Tom Hilt
from wrecking a Wooster season
The Wooster Scot cross country for the second year in a row. The
team will host Otterbein College Crusaders are young, improving
tomorrow in its final home meet of and good; but they'll be a long
the season. The meet will be run way from home tomorrow. Woosduring the first half of the annual ter is also young, improving and
Parents' Day football game.
good, but the Scots will be home
The Scot harriers placed sixth tomorrow. Capital's return irip to
as a team in the OAC cross coun- Columbus should be a lot longer
try championships last Saturday than the Scots' walk back to Severat Ohio Wesleyan University. ance after the game. Wooster in
Leading the Wooster attack was a close one.
Leonard Miller, who took sixth
place in the meet with a time of

21:26. Remarking about Miller's
performance, coach Jim Bean said,
"There is no doubt that this is
Miller's best meet all season. But
moreover, the outstanding thing
Sixth
12
1224 about his run is the fact that this
Third
6
612 is his first year in cross country
Lynch, Landman,
Touchdowns: Sixth
Reeves, Hopkins; Tihrd McDowell, Eller. competition, and to take a sixth
Fifth
12
820 place in the OAC Championships
Second
0
0
0
is great.
Touchdowns: Fifth
Dewey, Elis, Houser, two points on safety.
1 2
8
Seventh
Third
0
Hooker 2, Marsh
Touchdowns: Seventh
Sixth
6

MORE ON

Wooster, Ohio

SCORE

The Scots racked up their
fifth shutout of the season in

downing the Tigers from Wittenberg,
Tuesday afterChuck
noon.
Noth banged
home two goals in the space
of 60 seconds and Stu Miller
extended both his career assist and goal record by one
with his 29th goal and 19th
assist. The other goals were
5-- 0,

scored by Bob Dow, his sixth
of the year, and freshman
Dave Naggiar. The Scots out-sh- ot
the Tigers 34-- 2 in the

game.

Free Pocket Photo

and
WOOSTER'S FINEST JEWELRY

BARBARA

FERRIS

STORE AND

Evenings 7 and 9

ANY SCOT
MAY CHARGE

IT

No Matinee

Saturday

Continuous Sunday

LYRIC II

145 East Liberty Street

Buckeye North of Liberty

Across from Newberry's

Album with Each Roll

Live

P-COATS

Color Film Processed

Below
Your

Used

$9.95

Means
BILL MILLER,

$17.95

WOOL SPORT SHIRTS

INC.

4600 Cleveland Road
Authorized

New

-

- --

-

-

-

$5.95

-

Dealer

Shape up for

Slim in Slacks
and Bulky in Sweaters

WOOL C.P.O. SHIRTS

$8.95

Taperville's
Slacks

HARMONICAS

Get

in

Fall-Tape- red

the Swing
for

from

and up

$2.50

$8.99

CANDLES

2

ICC FORMAL

for 25c

MILITARY COATS

in

a New Party Dress

Used

WHITEY'S

FROM

ARMY & NAVY

Wooster Shopping Center
Open
10-- 9

123 East Liberty Street

Even if you

can't drink,

10-- 6

PHONE

and draw pictures

OF

on the side

Date Dresses
BANDED

PIZZA

BEER

400 Palmer St., Wooster

&

s.

Saturday

262-613- 1

GAY GIBSON'S

Designer's Group

FINE FOOD

Mon.-Thur-

- Friday

order a frosty glass

DiOrio's

-

5

to

PASTEL

15

SWEATERS

from

$8.99

and

$30

BeuiaU BecUtel SUofi
Fashions of Distinction
Public Square

K

V Neck

WOOLS

$25

1

$10.99
TURTLES

Wooster's Only Complete Men's and Boys' Store

BRENNER

BROS.

Where You Lower the Cost of Dressing Well
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A Good Place to Eat

SECOND

CLL

Tom

(GROUP FLIGHT)

and Jack's LOUflQO

STEAKS

Plan

Opon

for

24 Hre.
Evtry Day

Dales

pesn Ttiwrab

SEA FOOD
CHOPS
COCKTAILS

359 W. Libtrty St.

floral

Wooittr, Ohio

50

SCOTSI

On Dish Rental Items
with Food Orders

DISCOUNT

floral

Flight to Paris

has the pleasure of supplying
The College Community with

June

Parents Weekend

GOOD

College Group

LUCK,

2

17-Se- pt.

rJOW IS THE TIME TO
ORDER YOUR CLASS RING

$26500

MUMS

See these beautiful

ROUND TRIP

r.'?JG3 BY JOSTEN'S

from

in

NEW YORK
Josten's Representative Will Be at the Bookstore
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 11th

Call:

(iladz and QoU

from

10:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

FLAIR TRAVEL

CONSULTANTS
EAST BOWMAN

ON

I

STREET

SALE IN DINING

264-650- 5

HALLS

OR AT THE GATE

1583 MADISON AVENUE
OWATONNA, MINNESOTA C300O

PHONE

264-401-

1

WOOSTER, OHIO

I

o nn

201

ll

East Liberty Street
Phone

262-628-

6
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AAonaural and Stereo

Originally $3.98, $4.98, $5.98
CHAMBER MUSIC

NOW ONLY
JAZZ

SYMPHONIES

i;4.t

nvM
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346

ORDER YOURS NOW!

COLLEGE BOOK STORE

t,-11

CHILDRENS

(O)

PCR RECORD

NONE HIGHER!
FOLK

MOOD MUSIC

